
Real-Ear Measurement Set-Up

Materials

● CARL
● CARL ears
● Verification equipment

Consent

Prior to engaging in any procedure, you must obtain informed consent from the client. For more
information, consult with your licensing body.1

Procedure

Step 1: Ensure your equipment is calibrated
properly prior to the appointment. Refer to
your verification equipment manual for
detailed instructions on equipment
calibration.

Step 2: Enter data into equipment such as
audiogram, prescriptive method, and
hearing aid type and coupling.

Step 3: Seat your client in a comfortable chair that
does not move approximately 18" to 24" 2

directly in front of the speaker. Ensure that
the verification equipment is at least 1.5 m
away from any walls or other reflective surfaces and in a quiet room.

Note: If you are concerned about extraneous noise, check to see if your verification equipment
has an ambient noise level checker.

Step 4: Proceed to the next guide; Real-Ear-to-Coupler-Difference (RECD)

2 Information from: Verifit User’s Guide 4.24 https://docs.audioscan.com/userguides/vf2manual.pdf

1Obtaining consent by the College of Audiologists and Speech-Language Pathologists (CASLPO) can be
found at http://www.caslpo.com/sites/default/uploads/files/GU_EN_ Obtaining_Consent_for_Services.pdf



Probe-Tube Placement

Materials

● CARL
● CARL ears
● Otoscope

● Specula
● Verification equipment
● Probe-tubes

*the following is based on an Audioscan Verifit 2

Consent

Prior to engaging in any procedure, you must obtain informed
consent from the client. For more information, consult with your
licensing body.1

Procedure

Step 1: Place a new probe on the probe module with the marker
set at: 30mm adult males, 28mm adult females, and 20-25mm for children.2

Step 2: Attach the probe dock to the clients shirt or closely beside so that the probe module can
reach the ear. Place the correct probe module on the corresponding ear. Ensure the
reference microphone is facing outward. Tighten the probe module using the red lanyard
(in this case) until it is under the ear lobe and resting against the cheek.

Step 3: Using the lanyard to help the probe tube stay in proper position, insert the probe tube in
front of the lanyard and partially into the ear canal. Use the otoscope to gauge the
distance from the tympanic membrane. Finish inserting the probe until it is about 2-5mm
away from the tympanic membrane and the marker is at the intertragal notch.

Step 4: Confirm placement by using the otoscope; being careful not to move the tube. Refer to
Figure 1, for an example of a probe-tube placement on CARL.

Step 5: Repeat procedure with next side and document the procedure as outlined by your
licensing body.

Step 6: Proceed to next guide; Real-ear-to-coupler-difference (RECD).

2 Information from: Verifit User’s Guide 4.24 https://docs.audioscan.com/userguides/vf2manual.pdf

1 Obtaining consent by the College of Audiologists and Speech-Language Pathologists (CASLPO) can be
found at http://www.caslpo.com/sites/default/uploads/files/GU_EN_ Obtaining_Consent_for_Services.pdf



RECD Measurement

Materials

● CARL
● CARL ears
● Otoscope
● Specula

● Foam inserts
● Verification equipment
● Probe-tubes

*the following is based on an Audioscan Verifit 2

Consent

Prior to engaging in any procedure, you must obtain informed
consent from the client. For more information, consult with your
licensing body.1

Procedure

Step 1: Connect the RECD transducer to the verification
equipment and attach a new foam insert that is the
appropriate size and would provide a good seal.

Step 2: Navigate to the ‘Measure RECD’ screen and enter the ear,
age, and coupling. In this case, it is for an adult right ear
with a foam insert.

Step 3: Without moving the probe-tube, insert the foam insert to
the usual proper depth. Refer to Figure 1 & 2, for an
example of how this looks on CARL.

Step 4: Once the foam insert has expanded completely, conduct
the measurement and stop once the curve has stabilized.

Tip: Don’t forget to check-in with your client to make sure they
are still comfortable.

Step 5: A leak is indicated if there is a significant negative
low-frequency response. Once you are satisfied with the
response, save the results.

Step 6: Repeat procedure with next side and document the
procedure as outlined by your licensing body.

Step 7: Proceed to next guide; Fitting Hearing Aids.

1Obtaining consent by the College of Audiologists and Speech-Language Pathologists (CASLPO) can be
found at http://www.caslpo.com/sites/default/uploads/files/GU_EN_ Obtaining_Consent_for_Services.pdf


